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Using a Frkchet derivative based approach some monotonicity and comparison re- 
sults concerning the soiutious of the time-varying discrete time Riccati equation are 
obtained. Connections with the existence of the semistabilizing solution are made ex- 
plicit as well. 0 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. AH rights reserved. 
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1. Intrepid problem statement 
One of the most remarkable properties of the (matrix) Riccati differential 
equation (RDE) 
- 8 = P&Y + AX(t) - XS(t)X + Q(t). X(8,,) = xf,. 
where A(t). S(t) F ST(t). Q(o) = QT(t) and & = k;t’ E IF’” is the following: its 
solutions are ~fonoto~~~ with respect to both initial value X0 and input data rnatrk 
E(t) = z 5 (t). 
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Stokes [23] proved the striking fact that RDE is, for it > I. the only (matrix) 
differential equation k = #(r.X). k’(t~) = X0 possessing the so-called or&r- 
preserci~rg property. i.e. X depends monotonically on ‘Y& Notice also that under 
different assumptions the monotonicity of X wit11 respect to E has been studied 
by many authors (see for instance [5,6,8,9,21]). Furthermore, various types of 
monotonicity results have been also obtained for both differential and differ- 
ence Riccati equations as well os for the algebraii: .Riccati equation in bosh 
continuous and discrete versions (see [2,3.22,9,17,21,25,27]). 
The main purpose of the present paper is that of generalizing the afore- 
mentioned monotoni~ty and comparison results to the case of the time-varying 
discrete Riccati equation (TVDRE). A nice survey on TVDRE theory could be 
found in Ref. [ZO]. To this end a Fr&het derivative based approach combined 
with the bilateral shift algebra has been proposed. Notice that in connection 
with the continuous-time algebraic Riccati equation, the idea of using the 
Fr&het derivatives belongs to Del&amps who proved the analyticity of the 
stabilizing solution with respect to the coefficients 171, Furthermore, similar 
techniques are used in a forthcoming paper in order to prove and generalize 
convexity results obtained in [ 10,14.18,24,26]. 
In the sequel the following notation will be used. By Z. 88” (C”) and R”“” 
we denote the ring of integers, the real (complex) n-dimensional Euclidian 
space and the set of n x m matrices with real entries. If M E W”” then MT 
stands for its transpose. By I,, we denote the n x N unit matrix. The spectl;um 
and the spectral radius of a linear bounded operator T on a Hilbert .W space 
will be denoted by A(T) and p(T). respectively. and T” will stands for the 
adjoint of T. Further, if 7’ is self-adjoint, i.e. T = T” then we shall term it CO- 
WC&~ if there exists ~0 > 0 such that (Xr.x) 2 slix]~’ ‘d.,r E .sY . Here (. ) and If 11 
stand for the innecproduct and the fi.~~so~i~~t~~l norm on X, respectively. The 
coerciveness of T will be denoted by T > 0. Let f2*m be the Hilbert space of 
norm-square doubly infinite c”-valued sequences II = (II~)~~~, i.e. tmk E Cc” and 
l]ui& := (cz_, Ili412) ‘_ < x is the &orm, here II ]I stands for the usual 
Euclidian norm. IiB = (BkJpEJ with Bk E I?‘““‘“. is any ~~~il~~i~~~~~ irttttris .x~i~wnc~=, 
that is. /Bkll< CO ‘dk E H for some ctr >, 0 then B will be interpreted as a linear 
bounded ~?t~{~t~lic~ti~~l or hk~ck ~~i~~g~~~~(~~ opwutor from rc.?,.*’ into I”‘+“. This 
means that if II E [z-m then we shall adopt for it the doubly infinite column 
representation 21 = col(t~)~~_~ and the action of B on II. i.e. _Y := Btr will be 
explicitly described by y = col(_~~)~_, = ~dt(~~~iBi),~~_~ col(tl~,;-x 
= diag(Bi~,~_ ,col(zc~),~._~. Here G,, stands for the Kronecker symbo!. If 
B = mat(~ijBi)~~_~ : 4”” * P” is a block diagonal operator then we shall 
introduce the following four linear bounded operators from Pi into 
e ‘** : crB = mat(&iBii.i),~___,. a-‘B = mat(iSiiBi_l),Y,.__.,. Ba = ~tt(~~i.~-,Bi)i~ 
= --cx;Y and Bavi = ~t((~~.~~,B~)~~~ _%. Let I+t = diag(Ai)‘:_,. Ai = I,,, be the 
identity operator on f?*‘. Then &:,a and I+@“’ describe the action of the 
bi~~~?~~r~lI .slz!‘fi c and its inverse c~’ on 1”2*‘r, respectively. Thus if x f Pa* then 
(,,:“n)*Y = GX and (&.a-‘).r = ~Y~.Y. where (n*‘x), := _~k&i. Let 
A = diag(Ai),b_, be a block diagonal operator on t”.“. We shall say that A 
defines an exponentially stable evolution (anti~au~l exponentially stable evo- 
lution) if p(Aa’ ‘) < 1 (~~(~~~ < 1). If the above inequality is relaxed to 
p(Aa-“) 6 1 @(AC) < 1) then we shall say that A defines a semistable (anti- 
causal semistable) evolution. If A defines an exponentially stable evolution 
(anticau~~i esponentially stable evolution) then clearly the operator 
*I~:“0 -A (I&o--1 - A*) is boundedly invertible on I’*“. For more details con- 
cerning shift operator algebra, exponential stability (both causal and anti- 
cat&) in terms of the spectral radius see [I. 13. 
For any I? E Z let Ij:“_(Ii:‘f.) ‘be the (closed) subspace of F.” consisting of those 
sequences with the support in (I?. x) (-zx.~ - I)]. Ctearly @” = ki:! $!I tiz, 
where -3 denotes the direct sum. Denote by e._ (c._) the orthogonal projec- 
tion of P onto 4::” (4:: ). ff T is a linear bounded operator from @n into E2*‘” 
then for any k E H. fi := e;_ TI$;, is called the Toeplitz operator associated 
with T at k. T iS oaffed GtU%ti (WIticatwi~) if & = Fe_ (& = K+T). ckariy if 
A = diag(,Q: _ ~ : C’.” - (C.” defines an e~ponentialIy stable evolution (anti- 
causal exponentially stable evolution) then rf is causal (anticausal). 
Let .#I and .@ be two Banach spaces and iet .P(.H,. &z) be the Banach space 
of the linear bounded operators from .&I to -8~. Let 7’: ~~~(~) be any 
function from -Hi to -82 where AI ranges the domain 9 c .#I, and let P E 8. 
We shall say that T is Fr&zhet dit~erentiabie (with respect to M) in P if there 
exists T,,(P) f Ye. 32) such that Iim,,_,,, [r(P I- EM) - T(P!ljr: - G,(P)(N) 
uniformly with respect to ull N E ~9~. 4f(Pt(.) is called the Fr6chet derivative 
of T (with respect to M) in P. If T is Fr&het differentiable in each point of the 
domain 9 c .+9 then T is called Fr&het differentiable on 9. ff 
7-&) : v c .&?I - Y’(.&i. .+) is Frdchet di~erentiabIe on 9 then T is called 
twicely FrGchct differentiable on ‘J and r,:,,,,(P) denotes its second F&h& 
derivative (in t”). For more details see [16]. 
The present paper is organized as follows. Section I has an intr~u~to~ 
character. Section 2 deals with the evaluation bf F&M derivatives for the 
TVDRE and bccrl monotonicity of any solution with respect to the input data. 
In Section 3 some J&/XI/ nIonotonicity and comparison results are given. Some 
/ir,titiil,r cases are also studied in the context of the perturbation of the nominal 
data. Section 4 deals with the &M existence and monotonicity of the 
.~~~~~~st~kbilizing solution with respect to the input data. Some: conclusions are 
given in Section 5. 
Let us be now more specific concerning the topics in order. First introduce 
where 
E= (1.21 
is termed as the input &a matrix sequevzce. Here A : @n + @, 
B : @sm + t2qn, Q : fza + @I, S L=: BR-‘B*. and R : @qm --+ .@nt are b/o& & 
ugorzd operators, with R boundedly invekble. 
The TVDRE is now introduced by G(E,X) = 0, that is, 
A%X(Ip, + &X)-IA -X + Q = 0. (1.3) 
Recall that any global, bounded on Z and selfadjoint solution X to the 
TVDRE (1.3) is called stabiking (se~zj~tabj~j~jng) if &:a + &xX has a bounded 
inverse and 
AC1 := (Z&l 4 &TX)-‘r? (1.4) 
defines an exponentially stable [semistable) evolution. In the subsequent sec- 
tions we shall investigate the local and global monotonicity of any selfadjoint 
solution X to the TVDRE (1.3). existing on any intervaf [r,s] with f 2 - S, 
with respect to the input data matrix sequence E and terminal condition Xv. 
The results are derived under no assumptions on the signature of S. Further, 
semipositive definiteness of S will be assumed for establishing some comparison 
results and global monotonicity of the semistabili~ng solution. In the last case 
some existence conditions for the semistabilizing solution in terms of the 
generalized Popov theory are implicitly given. 
2. FrGchet derivatives and local mo~toni~i~ 
We shalt start with the following result. 
volition 2.1. For each pair (E, X) with X = x” the f~I~~~~~jv~g ~t~tevvvent~ holds 
(1) 
with Ai1 de~ned in Eq. ( 1.4) and 
(2.2) 
AE= 
[ 1 
Ahl! (dl* = (uf’ 
Ai -As 
* (2.3) 
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(2) 
G~(~,X}~~) = A@lX4,, -Ax, 
wh;; AX = (AX)? 
G.w@,X)(~,W = -A;, [aMPmU + aAZPaAX]ACI 
with AX = (AX)‘, AZ = (AZ)* and 
P := $(I + axs>--’ = P*. 
(2.41 
C2.5) 
(2.6) 
Proof. By elementary direct computations 
derivative. Cl 
that use the de~nition of the Frkhet 
Theorem 2.2. Let the input data matrk sequence E together with any interval 
I = jl,s] c H ix given. Assatne that the TVDRE (1.3) has a set-anoint s&tion 
X on I. T/ten X is locally ~~~onotonic with respect to both terminal condition I& und 
input data sequence E. 
Proof. We have G(E, X) = O’on I. In addition the Stein equation 
(2.7) 
has, for (AX),V = (AA?)s specified, and arbitrary free term ;tT = ?Y”, a unique 
solution AX -2 AA? on I. Hence, according to Eq. (2.4), this means that the 
Frkhet derivative Gs(E,X) is invertible. In addition both G,r and GdY,r (see 
Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) are continuous in (E, X). 
Hence, according to the implicit function theorem, we &an write 
G&X&W + G,r(E,X)(,~,r~.~,(XT,,E)(bZ,AE)) = 0 ’ (2.8) 
with the terntinaf condition 
Using Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.4). Eq. (2.8) receives the expiicit form 
Since (2.9) has, for AZ 3 0 and bLE 3 0, a unique positive ~mide~nite solution 
X~X,.E)(X~~ E)(AZ, AE) 3 0 on I, the conclusion follows. ti 
Corolhuy 2.3. Let E be given and assame thut the TVD RE ( 1.3) has a stubi~i~ing 
solution X. Then X is locuily rnonoto~ic with respect to E. 
Proof. The proof runs similarly like in Theorem 2.2 by ignoring the terminal 
condition AZ of equations Eqs, (2.8) and (2.9) and by taking into account the 
additional key remark that, tince A,1 defines an exponentially stable evolution. 
Eq. (2.9) has a unique global and bounded on P solution (see for instance 
[W cl 
Remark 2.4. (i) Theorem 2.2 and its proof suggest a new Fr&zhet derivative 
based proof for well-known monotonicity results (see for instance [6.31]) 
concerning the maximal (s~bilizing~ solution of algebraic Riccati equations 
both in continuous and discrete time. In the present paper we contine to 
TVDREs with real coefficients, however it is obvious that the results obtained 
also hold in the case of complex coefficients. 
(ii) In both statements of Thcc.brem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3, the existence oft 
solution to the TVDRE was prcassumed. The following lemma which is a slight 
generalization of the result given in [9] gives some su%cient conditions for the 
abov: mentioned existence. 
Proof. Rewrite Eq. ( I 3) as 
x = 44$x4,, + Q. A-‘ = (n,;‘),. t 2 0 (3.10) 
and, since I + f?f_&B,_~ > 0. i.e. I + S, ,,I’, is nonsing~ll~,r. the conclusion 
follows trivially by induction. Cl 
3. Global monotonicity and some comparison results 
The main result of this section is stated in the sllbsequet~t theorem. 
Proof. Using the mean value theorem one gets 
X(Z-z.E2) -X(TI.E~j = X,j ,,,kg)((f, - T,.& -El)). (3.2) 
where I” and I? are each on the segments [Ft. fz] and [El. E$ res~tively. Since 
Al” := f2 - rl 30. AE := Ez - El 2 0. one gets ,~~,..~,~~.~~(Ar.~~) 2 0 ils 
has been shown in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Hence (3. I ) t’ollows. Cl 
Assume now for the rest of the paper that R = 1,~ that is, S = BB”. The- 
orems 3.3 and 3.3 generalize to the time-varying case, those results obtained in 
Ref. [9]. .: 
Proof. According to Lemma 2.5 the solution X = (Xk), s k G ,~ exists for arbitrmy 
I c s and it is positive semide~n~te. i.e. Xh 3 0 for I G X $ s. Let us show by 
induction that (Xk)k < p is rnonotoni~~l~~y decreasing. 
As X,_, <X,. we have to shot; that Xx_, <X& +Xk_~<Xk-,. Assume tem- 
porarily that Xk-1 > 0. Then we can *vrite 
-x,-’ g2 -x-’ 
L-1’ (3.3) 
By combining the monotollicity of E with Eq. (3.3) one gets 
where t& := -AT(S,+X;;\)-’ fori=k-2,X-- f. Let 
Since xi-1 = AT I(X,-t + Si_~)-‘Ai_l + Qi for i = k - I,k, BS directly follows 
from Eq. (1.3). Eq. (3.5) yields with Eq. (3.6) 
(3.7) 
Therefore X&_ , - &_,&_, i-X; ‘)ti~#, >Xxk_l. Since&_, i-X,-, r 0, weget 
eventually Xk_ f 2 ,_.3_ If now the strict positiveness of Xk_., is not fulfilled, i.e. 
Xk__, Z 0. let Xi_, =Xk_, +cIandX$ := Xk + d for E > 0. Let xl._, and $i_2 be 
obtained rec~~~~nt~y from Xl and Xi_., via ( 1.3). respect&ely. Since clearly (3.3) 
updated with XL and AI_, holds as well, we shall get as above $._, 2 _$&,. 
Further, since both limits of xi_, and xi__, exist for E J 0 one gets finally 
Xk_, 3 Xk+ As X, 2 0. x = limk_._, Xk 2 0 is well defined. Taking into ac- 
count that limi_,_, Ei = i?. the last i;il”* n”h as 0, c e theorem follows trivially. Cl 
A direct consequence 
3.1. is the next result. 
Theorem 3.3. Let 
of Theorem 3.2, 
Ei = 
tQi 4 
[ 1 Ai 4, ??
i= 1.2 
is essentially on Theorem 
(34 
be two zhpzzt dutsr tmztris .~~~,z~~~i~.~ zznd let TVDRE 1 and TVDRE 2 be the 
R~~nsuti ~~lzz~ztions zz.~.~o~i~zt~d- Mz E, und E:, respectivciy. Asszzme that both 
Proof. Let E = (1 - E,)Er + i&z!. As Q 2 0 it Follows from Lemma 2.5, that the 
TVDRE associated with E has a positive semidetiite sofution X = (Xk)lGkGS 
for arbitrary 1~ s. Hence, by invoking Theorem 3.1, Eq, (3.9) fohows, In 
particular 
thar iz, all the ~oudition~ stated in Theorem 3.2 hold for both TVDREs, 
Fur~b~~ore Ey. (3.10) as well as the remainder of the theorem are true. ??
~grn~~~ 3.4. If we put in the context of the above theorem At = AZ, Bi = B2 
and AQ = Qz - Qt then the two TVDREs can be written as 
X = A*sX(P + &TX)-‘A + Qg and X = A”aX(2 + SaX)-‘A + Q; + AQ, respec- 
tively, that is, the second equation can be seen as a perturbed form of the first 
one. In these zrcumstances Theorem 3.3 makes explicit the asymptotic 
behaviour of the associated sohations. More specific results are obtained in the 
time invariant case in [9] and for a modified Riccati difference equation in 1191. 
d. Global mo~t~ici~ of the stabilizing solution 
Let 
E= Q A* 
[ 1 A 4 ’ with S = BB 
be a bounded input data matrix sequence. If A defines an exponentially 
evolution then 
(4.1) 
stabIe 
is a linear bounded selfadjoint operator form @“’ to CJ” and is called the Popov 
operutur associated with E (see [Ii-13,lSJ). Of major importance is the fol- 
lowing result of the so-called generalized Popov theory (see [I 1-13, IS)). 
Theorem 4.1. Let E us in Eq. (4.1) he given with A defining un e~p~~enti~l~y 
stab& ev~~~ti~n. Then the f~l~~~~?i~g two stutemet8ts we eqdvalent. 
1. The TV.RE (I -3) ussociated with E has CL stabilizing sohttion X and in a&i?- 
tion Ifz., i- B’aXB >> 0. 
2. IT& > 0. 
where f@k is the state transition operator at k, i. e. (Qz, x& = Ai-1 . . . A& x, i > k. 
The main result of this section is given below. 
Further assumption 2 yields 
wherC St., = Si + cZpn > 0. i F= 1.2. for some F > 0. AS S,., is I’--boundedly 
invertible. Ey. (4.6) cart also be written as 
(4.7) 
where 
Qt;, := Qi -I- (A' - i,2di‘i)Si;‘(d4 - I,:dj. i = I.2 (4.8) 
is the Schur ~ompiemet~t of Sj, and It; := -,$;‘(.“t - 1g.n). i - 1.2. Further, 
Eq. (4.7) yicids the in~q~iity 
where tti := J3”, - Jfi. From Eq. (4.9) one gets 
Pi., - WS,, 0’ 3 Q;., 
which leads to the inequ~Iity 
Q& 2 Q;.: . 
But 
&, = I/,Znr j_ Bi(A’ - I,r,&) - “Q1 (A - I,M)-‘BI > 0 
(4SO) 
n(q,n + S[(A” - l,d')-'Q&i - Z,M)-*) c (&cc) 
for some 3 > 0. In order to obtain the last incfusion we recall that if .#‘I and 
.W:! are two Hiibert spaces and Lrl : .W I ~3 .#z, L+ : .ly ? ++ .W 1 we two linear 
bounded operators, then I:! + VI UL, hit:< a bounded inverse if and only if 
II + &r/, has a bounded inverse. Hence Ajl, + r/?Vz) c (6. x) if and only if 
A(12 + U,Ut j c (6. xf where S E (&I). Here ii denotes the identity in 
.Wi. 1 <,j< 2. Consequently WC get further 
A(ip i- S,, (A- - Z,~a-ff -‘Q&l - I,+-‘) c (6. zx) 
for f small enough. Hence 
I$ n + S;‘{$ * - ~,~“~~-‘)--~Q~~~ - i,z,a)-!$’ > 0 
from which fol!ows 
or. equivalently, 
Q;, x+ 0. 
Invoking Eqs. (4.10) and (4.t 1) we conclude that 
Q;+, > 0. 
Using Eqs. (4.8) and (4.12) reveals that 
Qz + (A’ - I,z.o-‘)S-;(A - I,?na) > 0 
from which one gets 
(4.1 I) 
(4.12) 
and. consequently, 
from which we conclude that 
n,, 3 0. 
For some tz > 0 let 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
But, since, by 3 for i. = I, AZ is exponentially stable. 
k., = (1 + pyzI& i” +I)(1 + c)-*/2 ZP 0 
as can be checked easily. Hence, in accordance with Theorem 4.2. the TVDRE 
associated with Ez, has a stabilizing solution X2,, i.e. 
p((Z,Ln + (1 + c)-‘s~c~~~,~)-‘A~o-‘) < 1. (4.15) 
Notice now that the above development shows in fact that for all 
E = (1 - L)Et + i.Ez (see also assumption 3 in the statement) the TVDRE as- 
sociated with E has a stabilizing solution. Hence by invoking Theorem 3.1, 
(4.14), reveals that 
XL >, x,. (3.16) 
But X2.( is monotonically decreasing when E 10. Indeed, 
resentation formula (4.3) one gets for the input data Ez, 
by invoking the rep- 
this conclusion which clearly shows that X2, 
with Eq. (4.16) one obtains 
decreases 
Further Eq. (4.18) implies 
Indeed, since 52 6 Sr we may write ST = B&T for some K with llKll< I. Hence, 
for some 0 < p < 1, Eq. (4.5) implies (~,~~~X~~~u) = (~~,~i~Xl~,~~~~ 
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2 - (1 - /?)llkir)r: 3 - (1 - p)l\u& that is, If?= + B;a&& > 0, from which 
Eq. (4.19) holds because of X2 > Xt . Therefore, I+ + &a& must be 12- 
boundedly invertible. By combining this conclusion with Eq. (4.15) we deduce 
that ~((1 + S~~&)-‘/i”~o-~) < 1. Recalling now that & 3 Xi, the proof is 
completed. III 
Remark 4.4. Theorem 4.2 generalizes to the glonnl situation and in the time- 
varying case the results obtained in [9,2X27], in particular global existence of 
the stabilizing solution is guaranteed. Recently in [4] another approach has 
been used for the investigation of inequalities for Riccdti difference equations. 
In this paper severai results concerning moRotonicity of the sofution to the 
TVDRE have been proved. In a way, these results generalize and extend the 
former ones obtained up to now in the literature. It is worthwhile to mention 
that the Frkhet derivative type approach, used in this paper, works similarly in 
the continuous-time case. Moreover, using the second Frkhet derivative, 
convexity properties of the solution to the Riccati equation can be proved 
analogously. Comparison techniques turn out to be a very &Gent tco! for the 
proof of existence theorems both In the time-va~ing and time-invariant case. 
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